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He got some information from an authoritative source. authoritative means..........

local reliable special stable

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is broad consensus of opinion in the country on this issue. consensus means.........

management of public department 

agreement in opinion employment

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

They held a meeting to discuss the substantive matters. substantive means.......

actual collective local cooperative

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The purpose of a college education is to seek learning about the significant values of life.

significant means..........

public different private important

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Justice and the implementation of justice are other illustration of ends and means.

implementation means.........

increasing carrying out supporting dividing into

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager fired her for stealing money from the bank. fire means..........

provide money for someone control the public

get something from someone dissmiss from a job

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Recruitment and socialization processes allow people to obtain and maintain employment.

recruitment means...........

favoring obedience to authority having the power to advice

selling something to someone getting as a new member

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

You should employ someone to oversee the project. oversee means..........

attend conclude control require

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A junior manager is accountable to a senior manager for the completion of an organizational

program. accountable means.........

responsible predictive sizeable collective

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The progression continues up to the apex of the divisional triangle,which is headed by the

division's commanding general. apex means..........

lowest point  principle highest point  middle point

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ............... refers to ones usual or principal work or business.

function position occupation decision

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The private sector must turn to the public sectors courts and police power to ................... the

contracts.

enforce employ exhibit defraud

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In conditions of .................there is a rise in unemployment as labour becomes too costly.

management promotion department inflation

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is the money received by a business as a result of its trading activity. it refers to.............

expertise occupation revenue organization

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It may be defined as the percentage of the total sum loaned which will be added to it as interest. it

refers to...........

merit system  field manager interest rate public sector

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bureaucratic management is a style of management based on the principles of bureaucracy.

bureaucratic means..............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The term administration suggest decision-making by the collegial model of consensus.

administration means............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

He is going to speak about government's fiscal policy.fiscal means............
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The project is financed by a government grant. finance means...........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the principle of unity of command, a subordinate should have only one superior to

whom he is directly responsible. unity of command means............
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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